
A DISCUSSION ON THE CAUSES OF THE FIRST WORLD WAR

The causes of World War I remain controversial. World War I began in the Balkans in late July .. The main significance
for the First World War was that this war made it clear that no Great . July A meeting is organised to take place between
ambassadors from Great Britain, Germany, Italy and France to discuss the crisis.

Causes of WW1: Alliances An alliance is an agreement made between two or more countries to give each
other help if it is needed. Watch Now Alliances A web of alliances developed in Europe between and ,
effectively creating two camps bound by commitments to maintain sovereignty or intervene militarily â€” the
Triple Entente and the Triple Alliance. Russia then ordered partial mobilization against Austria-Hungary, and
on July 30, when Austria-Hungary was riposting conventionally with an order of mobilization on its Russian
frontier, Russia ordered general mobilization. Visit Website The assassination of Franz Ferdinand set off a
rapidly escalating chain of events: Austria-Hungary , like many countries around the world, blamed the
Serbian government for the attack and hoped to use the incident as justification for settling the question of
Serbian nationalism once and for all. The French consensus was that war was inevitable. Meanwhile, Berlin
was downplaying its actual strong support for Vienna to avoid appearing the aggressor and thus alienating
German socialists. However, in the treaty was allowed to lapse in favor of the Dual Alliance between
Germany and Austria-Hungary. Particularly long and costly battles in this campaign were fought at Verdun
February-December and the Battle of the Somme July-November  Serbia complied, and the Kaiser made a
congratulatory visit to Vienna to try to fix some of the damage done earlier in the year. This development was
attributed to Count Leo von Caprivi , the Prussian general who replaced Bismarck as chancellor. When Russia
began to mobilize to defend its alliance with Serbia, Germany declared war on Russia. A number of alliances
had been signed by countries between the years and  Published in , the poem inspired the use of the poppy as a
symbol of remembrance. The Schlieffen plan could be blamed for bringing Britain into the war, the scale of
the war could be blamed on Russia as the first big country to mobilise, inherent rivalries between imperialism
and capitalism could be blamed for polarising the combatants. The main result was deeper suspicion between
London and Berlin, and closer military ties between London and Paris. He was shot by a Serb nationalist,
Gavrilo Princip. The main significance for the First World War was that this war made it clear that no Great
Power appeared to wish to support the Ottoman Empire any longer and this paved the way for the Balkan
Wars. These were important because they meant that some countries had no option but to declare war if one of
their allies. She felt Serbia could weaken her own Empire. Crucially, the French had provided their clear
support for their Russian allies for a robust response in their recent state visit just days before. The annexation
caused widespread resentment in France, giving rise to the desire for revenge, known as revanchism. The
Austrians hoped that the ultimatum would be rejected to provide the pretext for war with a neighbour that they
considered to be impossibly turbulent. Austro-Hungarian mobilisation against Serbia begins. Britain's reasons
for declaring war were complex. During his later years, he tried to placate the French by encouraging their
overseas expansion. When an alliance is signed, those countries become known as Allies. Christopher Clark
described this change as "a very important development in the pre-war system which made the events of
possible". The Germans did not comply, and Britain declared war on Germany on 4 August  German
Chancellor Theobald von Bethmann-Hollweg told his assistant that Britain and France did not realise that
Germany would go to war if Russia mobilised. Montenegro was not as compliant and on May 2, the Austrian
council of ministers met and decided to give Montenegro a last chance to comply and, if it would not, then to
resort to military action. The German, Von Schlieffen also drew up a plan of action that involved attacking
France through Belgium if Russia made an attack on Germany. Both hoped to expand there at the expense of
the Ottoman Empire. Austrian foreign minister Leopold von Berchtold remarked to German ambassador
Heinrich von Tschirschky in July that "Austria-Hungary might as well belong 'to the other grouping' for all the
good Berlin had been". Though weakened Russia was forced to submit, to its humiliation, its foreign office
still viewed Austria-Hungary's actions as overly aggressive and threatening. Watch Now For example, The
Habsburg empire was tottering agglomeration of 11 different nationalities, with large slavic populations in
Galicia and the Balkans whose nationalist aspirations ran counter to imperial cohesion. The British Bristol
Type 22 was another popular model used for both reconnaissance work and as a fighter plane. The Allies
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successfully pushed back the German offensive and launched their own counteroffensive just three days later.
The first machine guns were successfully mounted on planes in June of in the United States, but were
imperfect; if timed incorrectly, a bullet could easily fell the propeller of the plane it came from. Treaty of
Versailles At the Paris Peace Conference in , Allied leaders stated their desire to build a post-war world that
would safeguard itself against future conflicts of such devastating scale. The benefits were clear but there were
risks, namely that Russia would intervene and this would lead to a continental war.


